Rediscovering Korean Cinema

*Sangjoon Lee, Editor*

South Korean cinema is a striking example of non-Western contemporary cinematic success. Thanks to the increasing numbers of moviegoers and domestic films produced, South Korea has become one of the world’s major film markets. High-quality South Korean films are increasingly entering global film markets and connecting with international audiences in commercial cinemas and art theatres, and at major international film festivals. Despite this, Korean cinema's rich heritage has not heretofore received significant scholarly attention in English-language publications.

This groundbreaking collection of thirty-five essays by a wide range of academic specialists situates current scholarship on Korean cinema within the ongoing theoretical debates in contemporary global film studies. Chapters explore key films, as well as major directors. While the chapters provide in-depth analyses of particular films, together they cohere into a detailed and multidimensional presentation of Korean cinema's cumulative history and broader significance.

*Sangjoon Lee* is Assistant Professor of Asian Cinema at the Wee Kim Wee School of Communication and Information, Nanyang Technological University in Singapore.

6 x 9. 612pp. 69 halftones.
The Appearing Demos theorizes a city-based democratic project that allows the city to coexist and share power with state sovereignty.

The Appearing Demos
Hong Kong During and After the Umbrella Movement
Pang Laikwan

The 79-day-long Hong Kong Umbrella Movement occupied major streets in the busiest parts of the city, creating tremendous inconvenience to this city famous for capitalist order and efficiency. The urge for expressing an independent cultural identity underlined both the Occupy movement and the remarkably rich cultural expressions it generated.

While understanding the specificity of Hong Kong’s situations, The Appearing Demos also comments on global predicaments we are facing in the midst of neoliberalism and populism. It directs our attention from state-based sovereignty to city-based democracy, and emphasizes the importance of participation and cohabitation. Using the Umbrella Movement as an example, this book examines the “freed” political agents who constantly take others into consideration in order to guarantee the political realm as a place without coercion and discrimination. Pang Laikwan demonstrates how politics means neither to rule nor to be ruled, and these movements are defined by hope, not by goals.

PANG Laikwan is Professor of Cultural Studies, Department of Cultural and Religious Studies, at the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

6 x 9. 236pp. 22 illustrations.

Hardcover February 2020
978-0-472-13178-5
$75.00 U.S.

Paper February 2020
978-0-472-03768-1
$29.95 U.S.
China’s Challenges and International Order Transition

*Beyond “Thucydides’s Trap”*

Edited by Huiyun Feng and Kai He

China’s Challenges and International Order Transition introduces an integrated conceptual framework of “international order” categorized by three levels (power, rules, and norms) and three issue-areas (security, political, and economic). Each contributor engages one or more of these analytical dimensions to examine two questions: (1) Has China already challenged this dimension of international order? (2) How will China challenge this dimension of international order in the future?

The contested views and perspectives in this volume suggest it is too simple to assume an inevitable conflict between China and the outside world. The aim of the book is to broaden the debate beyond the “Thucydides Trap” perspective currently popular in the West. Rather than offering a single argument, this volume offers a platform for scholars, especially Chinese scholars vs. Western scholars, to exchange and debate their different views and perspectives on China and the potential transition of international order.

Huiyun Feng is Senior Lecturer at the School of Government and International Relations, Griffith University.

Kai He is Professor of International Relations at the Griffith Asia Institute and the Centre for Governance and Public Policy, Griffith University.

6 x 9. 336pp. 13 charts, 1 table.

Hardcover February 2020
978-0-472-13176-1
$80.00 U.S.
Since the beginning of the twentieth century, modern Chinese intellectuals, reformers, revolutionaries, leftist journalists, and idealistic youth crossed the gap between the city and the countryside, making the act of “going to the countryside” a distinctively modern experience and a continuous practice in China. Such a spatial crossing eventually culminated in the socialist state program of “down to the villages” movements during the 1960s and 1970s. What, then, was the special significance of “going to the countryside” before that era? *Going to the Countryside* deals with the cultural representations and practices of this movement between 1915 and 1965. The practice led to new ways of looking at the world and ordinary people, brought new experiences of space and time, initiated new means of human communication and interaction, and introduced new forms of cultural production, ultimately, revealing a fundamental epistemic shift in modern China and creating a new aesthetic, social, and political landscape.

**Yu Zhang** is Assistant Professor in the Department of Chinese Culture at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University.

6 x 9. 306pp. 15 illustrations.

Hardcover February 2020
978-0-472-07443-3
$80.00 U.S.

Paper February 2020
978-0-472-05443-5
$34.95 U.S.
Indian Sound Cultures, Indian Sound Citizenship
Laura Brueck, Jacob Smith, and Neil Verma, editors

From the cinema to the recording studio to public festival grounds, the range and sonic richness of Indian cultures is heard across the subcontinent. This diversity of sounds has been and continues to be crucial to the ideological construction of a unifying postcolonial Indian nation-state. Indian Sound Cultures, Indian Sound Citizenship addresses the multifaceted roles sound plays in Indian cultures and media, and enacts a sonic turn in South Asian Studies by understanding sound in its own contexts. “Scapes, Sites, and Circulations” considers the spatial and circulatory ways in which sound ‘happens’ in and around Indian sound cultures, including diasporic cultures. “Voice” emphasizes voices that embody a variety of struggles and ambiguities, particularly around gender and performance. Finally, “Cinema Sound” makes specific arguments about film sound in the Indian context, from the earliest days of talkie technology to contemporary Hindi films.

Laura Brueck is Chair of the Department of Asian Languages and Cultures and Associate Professor of South Asian Literatures and Cultures at Northwestern University. Jacob Smith is Professor in the Department of Radio/Television/Film and Director of the Master of Arts in Sound Arts and Industries and Northwestern University’s School of Communication. Neil Verma is Assistant Professor in the Department of Radio/Television/Film at Northwestern University’s School of Communication.

6 x 9. 336pp. 5 illustrations, 4 musical examples, 2 tables.

Hardcover April 2020
978-0-472-07434-1
$90.00 U.S.

Paper April 2020
978-0-472-05434-3
$44.95 U.S.
Korean Families Yesterday and Today
Hyunjoon Park and Hyeyoung Woo, Editors

Korean families have changed significantly during the last few decades in their composition, structure, attitudes, and function. Delayed and forgone marriage, fertility decline, and rising divorce rates are a few examples of changes that Korean families have experienced at a rapid pace, more dramatic than other contemporary societies. Moreover, the increase of marriages between Korean men and foreign women has further diversified Korean families. Yet traditional norms and attitudes toward gender and family continue to shape Korean men and women’s family behaviors.

*Korean Families Yesterday and Today* portrays diverse aspects of contemporary Korean families and, by situating contemporary families within a comparative historical perspective reveals how the past of Korean families evolved into their current shapes. This volume should be of interest not only to readers who are interested in Korea, but also to those who want to understand broad family changes in East Asia.

*Hyunjoon Park* is Korea Foundation Professor of Sociology at the University of Pennsylvania. *Hyeyoung Woo* is Associate Professor of Sociology at Portland State University.

People’s Wars in China, Malaya, and Vietnam
Marc Opper

People’s Wars in China, Malaya, and Vietnam explains why some insurgencies collapse after a military defeat while under other circumstances insurgents are able to maintain influence, rebuild strength, and ultimately defeat the government. The author argues that ultimate victory in civil wars rests on the size of the coalition of social groups established by each side during the conflict. Where insurgents implement such strategies, battlefield defeats translate into political defeats and bring about a collapse of the insurgency because civilians defect to the incumbent. The empirical chapters of the book consist of six case studies of the most consequential insurgencies of the 20th century. People’s Wars breaks new ground in systematically analyzing and comparing these three canonical cases of insurgency. The case studies use Chinese-language archival sources. The book will be of interest to both political scientists and historians.

Marc Opper is an Adjunct Assistant Professor of Political Science at Randolph-Macon College in Ashland, Virginia.

6 x 9. 464pp. 6 maps.
Hardcover February 2020
978-0-472-13184-6
$90.00 U.S.

Open Access November 2019
978-0-472-90125-8
Encounters with black literature, music, culture, and thinking invite Japanese authors to re-envision the relationship between race and literature in the wake of world war

Playing in the Shadows
Fictions of Race and Blackness in Postwar Japanese Literature
Will Bridges

Playing in the Shadows considers the literature engendered by postwar Japanese authors’ robust cultural exchanges with African Americans and African American literature. The Allied Occupation brought an influx of African American soldiers and culture to Japan, which catalyzed the writing of black characters into postwar Japanese literature, the creation of organizations such as the Kokujin kenkyū no kai (The Japanese Association for Negro Studies), and literary endeavors such as the Kokujin bungaku zenshū (The Complete Anthology of Black Literature). This rich milieu sparked Japanese authors’—Nakagami Kenji and Ōe Kenzaburō are two notable examples—interest in reading, interpreting, critiquing, and, ultimately, incorporating the tropes and techniques of African American literature and jazz performance into their own literary works. Will Bridges argues that these “fictions of race” provide visions of the way that postwar Japanese authors reimagine the ascription of race to bodies—be they bodies of literature, the body politic, or the human body itself.

Will Bridges is Assistant Professor of Japanese at the University of Rochester.

6 x 9. 306pp. 8 illustrations.
Hardcover February 2020
978-0-472-07442-6
$75.00 U.S.

Paper February 2020
978-0-472-05442-8
$29.95 U.S.
This book considers the nature of state power and legal violence in liberal democracies by focusing on the interaction between law, science, and policing in India. The postcolonial Indian police have been accused of using torture in criminal cases, but they, and forensic psychologists, have claimed that lie detectors, brain scans, and narcoanalysis represent a paradigm shift away from physical torture.

_The Truth Machines_ examines the emergence and use of these three scientific techniques to analyze two primary themes. First, the book questions whether existing theoretical frameworks for understanding state power and legal violence are adequate to explain constant innovations of the state. Second, it explores the workings of law, science, and policing in the everyday context to generate a theory of state power and legal violence. Jinee Lokaneeta argues that attempts to replace physical torture with truth machines fail because they rely on a confessional paradigm that is contiguous with torture.

_Jinee Lokaneeta_ is a professor in political science and international relations at Drew University in Madison, New Jersey.

6 x 9. 264pp.  
Hardcover March 2020  
978-0-472-07439-6  
$95.00 U.S.

Paper March 2020  
978-0-472-05439-8  
$34.95 U.S.
The Era of Great Disasters
*Japan and Its Three Major Earthquakes*
Iokibe Makoto
Translated by Tony Gonzalez
Foreword by Yamazaki Masakazu

*The Era of Great Disasters* examines modern disaster response in Japan, from the changing earthquake preparations and regulations, to immediate emergency procedures from the national, prefectural, and city levels, and finally the evolving efforts of rebuilding and preparing for the next great disaster in the hopes of minimizing their tragic effects. This book focuses on three major earthquakes from Japan’s modern history. The first is the 1923 Great Kantō Earthquake, which struck the capital region. The second is the 1995 Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, affecting the area between Kobe and Osaka. The third is the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, the magnitude 9.0 quake that struck off the Pacific coast of the Tōhoku region, causing a devastating tsunami and the nuclear accident. While the events surrounding each of these earthquakes are unique, Professor Iokibe brings his deep expertise and personal experience to each disaster, unveiling not only the disasters themselves but the humanity underneath.

**IOKIBE Makoto** is Chancellor of the University of Hyogo and President of the Hyogo Earthquake Memorial 21st Century Research Institute. He is also Professor Emeritus of Japanese political and diplomatic history, Kobe University and Former President of the National Defense Academy of Japan.

6 x 9. 256p. 19 halftones, 6 figures, 8 tables.

Hardcover July 2020  
978-0-472-07467-9  
$75.00 U.S.

Paper July 2020  
978-0-472-05467-1  
$29.95 U.S.

“*There is likely no person better suited to intuiting the arrival of an ‘era of catastrophic natural disasters’ and inquire what such an era may look like.*”

— Yamazaki Masakazu, from the Foreword
Performing bodies move people and articulate challenging ideas and emotions in precarious circumstances

Corporeal Politics
Dancing East Asia
Katherine Mezur and Emily Wilcox, Editors

Corporeal Politics: Dancing East Asia investigates the development of dance as a deeply meaningful and complex cultural practice across time, placing special focus on the intertwining of East Asian dance and politics and the role of dance as a medium of transcultural interaction and communication across borders. Countering narratives that emphasize the U.S. and Europe, this book documents the expansive creativity and innovation of dance artists in East Asia and asserts its importance as a site of critical theorization and reflection on global artistic developments in the performing arts. Applying the principle of “corporeal politics” as the close attention to bodily acts in specific cultural contexts, each study in this book challenges existing dance and theatre histories and theories. Corporeal Politics addresses a wide range of performance styles and genres, overturning old models of “world dance” and paving the way for a new paradigm for research on dance and performance in global contexts.

Katherine Mezur is Lecturer at the University of California, Berkeley. Emily Wilcox is Associate Professor of Modern Chinese Studies at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

6 x 9. 344pp. 32 illustrations.

Hardcover September 2020 978-0-472-07455-6
$80.00 U.S.

Paper September 2020 978-0-472-05455-8
$39.95 U.S.
Ishtyle
Accenting Gay Indian Nightlife
Kareem Khubchandani

“A gorgeous, at times brilliant, ever stylish, fun and surprising ethnography of queer desi nightlife around the world. . . . Ishtyle is original, well-researched, lively, and queer.”—Naisargi N. Dave, University of Toronto

6 x 9. 280pp.
Hardcover July 2020 * 978-0-472-07421-1 * $80.00 U.S.
Paper July 2020 * 978-0-472-05421-3 * $34.95 U.S.

Power over Property
The Political Economy of Communist Land Reform in China
Matthew Noellert

Provides an alternative to both capitalist and communist conceptions of modern historical development based on relations to property.

6 x 9. 328pp. 24 figures, 21 tables, 14 maps.
Hardcover September 2020 * 978-0-472-13211-9 * $85.00 U.S.

Shaping the Future of Power
Knowledge Production and Network-Building in China-Africa Relations
Lina Benabdallah

New theoretical frameworks for foreign policy encounters between rising powers and Global South states that depart from Euro-American hegemons.

6 x 9. 200pp. 1 table.
Hardcover July 2020 * 978-0-472-07454-9 * $80.00 U.S.
Paper July 2020 * 978-0-472-05454-1 * $29.95 U.S.

Women and Networks in Nineteenth Century Japan
Bettina Gramlich-Oka, Anne Walthall, Miyazaki Fumiko, Sugano Noriko

This volume aims to provide new ways to write women back into the history of Japan’s nineteenth century that expand and enrich our understanding of the period.

6 x 9. 312pp. 3 B&W figures, 2 halftones, 7 tables.
Hardcover December 2020 * 978-0-472-07469-3 * $85.00 U.S.
Paper December 2020 * 978-0-472-05469-5 * $30.95 U.S.
Global Digital Cultures
Perspectives from South Asia
Aswin Punathambekar and Sriram Mohan, Editors
How digitalization is reshaping culture and communication in the twenty-first century
6 x 9. 326p. 6 illustrations, 3 tables
Hardcover June 2019 * 978-0-472-13140-2 * $80.00 U.S.

Investing in the Homeland
Migration, Social Ties, and Foreign Firms
Benjamin A.T. Graham
“In this important new book, Ben Graham adds to our understanding of global capital flows by focusing on immigration.” — David Leblang, University of Virginia
6 x 9. 270pp. 25 charts, 32 tables.
Hardcover January 2019 * 978-0-472-13115-0 * $75.00 U.S.

Electoral Reform and the Fate of New Democracies
Lessons from the Indonesian Case
Sarah Shair-Rosenfield
“A highly valuable book...It is thorough and based on original and painstaking research, including an impressive array of extensive interviews.” — Joel Selway, Brigham Young University
6 x 9. 244p. 1 map, 26 B&W charts, 25 tables.
Hardcover July 2019 * 978-0-472-13150-1 * $75.00 U.S.

Capital Choices
Sectoral Politics and the Variation of Sovereign Wealth
Juergen Braunstein
“A meticulously researched and skillfully executed description of...domestic and international actors, networks, and forces at work in the development of modern SWFs.” —Paul Rose, Ohio State University
6 x 9. 216pp. 4 charts, 11 tables
Hardcover July 2019 * 978-0-472-13132-7 * $70.00 U.S.
The Burden of the Past
Problems of Historical Perception in Japan-Korea Relations
Kan Kimura; Translated by Marie Speed
A rigorously historical investigation into the ongoing issues in Japan-Korea relations and how and why both governments have acted—and not acted—to address them
6 x 9. 264pp. 22 illustrations.
Hardcover January 2019 * 978-0-472-07410-5 * $75.00 U.S.
Paper January 2019 * 978-0-472-05410-7 * $29.95 U.S.

Coeds Ruining the Nation
Women, Education, and Social Change in Postwar Japanese Media
Julia C. Bullock
A unique glimpse into the hopes and fears of the Japanese people as coeducation was first introduced in the Occupation period
6 x 9. 244p. 15 images.
Hardcover August 2019 * 978-0-472-07417-4 * $70.00 U.S.
Paper August 2019 * 978-0-472-05417-6 * $24.95 U.S.

Gendered Power
Educated Women of the Meiji Empress’ Court
Mamiko C. Suzuki
Examines the contributions of three powerful Meiji women and how their own education and ideas about Japanese women’s potential shaped how females participated in modern society
Hardcover February 2019 * 978-0-472-07397-9 * $65.00 U.S.

NEW IN PAPER!
Beyond the Gender Gap in Japan
Gill Steel, Editor
“This volume is required reading for those seeking to know more about gender and politics in Japan.” —Robert J. Pekkanen, University of Washington
6 x 9. 286pp. 14 figures, 12 tables.
Hardcover January 2019 * 978-0-472-13114-3 * $80.00 U.S.
Paper January 2020 * 978-0-472-03770-4 * $25.00 U.S.
Revisiting Minjung
*New Perspectives on the Cultural History of 1980s South Korea*
Sunyoung Park, Editor

Foremost scholars of 1980s Korea revisit perspectives on this pivotal period, expanding the horizons of Korean cultural studies by reassessing old conventions and adding new narratives.

6 x 9. 320pp. 22 halftones.

Hardcover March 2019 * 978-0-472-07412-9 * $80.00 U.S.
Paper March 2019 * 978-0-472-05412-1 * $34.95 U.S.

Entrepreneurial Seouliette
*Culture and Subjectivity in Hongdae, Seoul*
Mihye Cho

“...a persuasive argument, resting on ethnographic fieldwork that stretches over two decades...on how capital and the contested nature of culture impact...people and identities of their place.” — Urban Studies

6 x 9. 166pp. 8 halftones, 1 map.

Hardcover February 2019 * 978-0-472-07416-7 * $65.00 U.S.

Uncrossing the Borders
*Performing Chinese in Gendered (Trans) Nationalism*
Daphne P. Lei

“The work complicates our understandings of borders, nations, representations of women and gender in Chinese literature, and opens avenues to...lesser known plays that will fuel new research for decades.” — Mark Bender, The Ohio State University

6 x 9. 350p. 15 illustrations.

Hardcover July 2019 * 978-0-472-13137-2 * $85.00 U.S.

Resisting Spirits
*Drama Reform and Cultural Transformation in the People’s Republic of China*
Maggie Greene

Even amidst the Maoist era’s politicized cultural production, culture workers continued to adapt traditional theatre to create bold new statements.

6 x 9. 260p. 11 halftones, 3 tables.

Hardcover August 2019 * 978-0-472-07430-3 * $70.00 U.S.
Paper August 2019 * 978-0-472-05430-5 * $24.95 U.S.
ABOUT THE NAM CENTER FOR KOREAN STUDIES

The Nam Center for Korean Studies at the University of Michigan International Institute encourages social, political, cultural, and economic understanding of Korea in the U-M community and beyond. Through its student and faculty support and ambitious public programming, the center seeks to increase the depth and breadth of resources devoted to Korean studies. The Center supports student and faculty research and recruitment, new curriculum development, and an active colloquium series at the university, bringing eminent Korean Studies scholars from around the world to speak on diverse and complex issues. Additionally, the center provides funding for public programs such as art exhibitions, film festivals, lectures, and conferences.

Nam Center for Korean Studies
University of Michigan, Weiser Hall
500 Church Street, Suite 400
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1042
Phone: 734-764-1825
Email: ncks.info@umich.edu

PARTNERSHIP AND SERIES DETAILS

Collaborating with the University of Michigan Press since 2012, the Nam Center for Korean Studies publishes important scholarship in Korean studies. In particular, the Perspectives on Contemporary Korea series is devoted to scholarship that advances the understanding of critical issues in contemporary Korean society, culture, politics, and economy. To submit a manuscript or proposal for the series, please contact the Press Acquiring Editor, Christopher Dreyer (mikage@umich.edu), or the series editors.
Rediscovering Korean Cinema
Sangjoon Lee, Editor

This groundbreaking collection of thirty-five essays by a wide range of academics situates current scholarship on Korean cinema within the theoretical debates in contemporary global film studies. Chapters explore key films such as *Sweet Dream*, *Madame Freedom*, and *Train to Busan*, and major directors such as Shin Sang-ok, Kim Ki-young, and Lee Chang-dong, providing a detailed and multidimensional presentation of Korean cinema’s history and broader significance.

*Sangjoon Lee* is Assistant Professor of Asian Cinema at the Wee Kim Wee School of Communication and Information, Nanyang Technological University in Singapore.

6 x 9. 612pp. 69 halftones.

Hardcover December 2019
978-0-472-07429-7
$90.00 U.S.

Paper December 2019
978-0-472-05429-9
$44.95 U.S.

Korean Families Yesterday and Today
Hyunjoon Park and Hyeyoung Woo, Editors

*Korean Families Yesterday and Today* portrays diverse aspects of contemporary families and by situating contemporary families within a comparative historical perspective reveals how the past of Korean families evolved into their current shapes. The study focuses on families with children or young adults who are about to forge family through marriage and examines change and persistence in parenting that provides important clues for family change in Korea.

*Hyunjoon Park* is Korea Foundation Professor of Sociology at the University of Pennsylvania. *Hyeyoung Woo* is Associate Professor of Sociology at Portland State University.

6 x 9. 350pp. 15 figures, 37 tables.

Hardcover February 2020
978-0-472-07438-9
$80.00 U.S.

Paper February 2020
978-0-472-05438-1
$34.95 U.S.
Series Editors: Nojin Kwak and Youngju Ryu

**Revisiting Minjung**  
New Perspectives on the Cultural History of 1980s South Korea  
Sunyoung Park, Editor  
6 x 9. 312pp. 22 halftones.  
Hardcover May 2019 * 9780472074129 * $80.00  
Paper May 2019 * 9780472054121 * $34.95

**Cultures of Yisin**  
South Korea in the 1970s  
Youngju Ryu, Editor  
6 x 9. 328pp. 28 halftones, 1 table.  
Hardcover 2018 * 9780472073962 * $80.00  
Paper 2018 * 9780472053964 * $34.95

**Entrepreneurial Seoulite**  
Culture and Subjectivity in Hongdae, Seoul  
Mihye Cho  
6 x 9. 192pp. 8 halftones, 1 Map.  
Hardcover February 2019 * 9780472074167 * $65.00  
Paper February 2019 * 9780472054169 * $19.95

**Transgression in Korea**  
Beyond Resistance and Control  
Juhn Y. Ahn, Editor  
6 x 9. 264pp. 13 B&W photographs, 1 map.  
Hardcover 2018 * 9780472073771 * $75.00  
Paper 2018 * 9780472053773 * $29.95

**Smartland Korea**  
Mobile Communication, Culture, and Society  
Dal Yong Jin  
6 x 9. 238pp. 13 figures, 8 tables.  
Hardcover 2017 * 9780472073375 * $70.00  
Paper 2017 * 9780472053377 * $29.95

**Hallyu 2.0**  
The Korean Wave in the Age of Social Media  
Sangjoon Lee and Abé Mark Nornes, Editors  
6 x 9. 276pp. 6 tables, 13 halftones, 4 figures.  
Hardcover 2015 * 9780472072521 * $85.00  
Paper 2015 * 9780472052523 * $35.95
ABOUT THE CENTER FOR JAPANESE STUDIES

The University of Michigan Center for Japanese Studies (CJS) promotes and disseminates research on Japan, fosters communication among diverse disciplines, and encourages new approaches in the understanding of Japan and its place in the world. Founded in 1947, CJS is the oldest interdisciplinary center in the United States devoted exclusively to Japanese Studies. CJS serves as a home to graduate students, faculty from a variety of disciplines and professional schools, visiting artists and scholars, and community organizations pursuing Japan-related interests and activities at the University of Michigan.

Numerous publications, including out of print books, are also available online for free at ii.umich.edu/cjs/publications.

PUBLICATIONS


For information on submitting a proposal or manuscript, please visit our guidelines at ii.umich.edu/cjs/publications/submit-a-manuscript.html and direct email to our editorial board at ii.cjspubs@umich.edu.
Playing in the Shadows
Fictions of Race and Blackness in Postwar Japanese Literature
Will Bridges

Playing in the Shadows considers the literature engendered by postwar Japanese authors’ robust cultural exchanges with African Americans and African American literature from the influx of African American soldiers and culture to Japan. Will Bridges argues that these “fictions of race” provide visions of the way that postwar Japanese authors reimagine the ascription of race to bodies—be they bodies of literature, the body politic, or the human body itself.

Will Bridges is Assistant Professor of Japanese at the University of Rochester.

6 x 9. 306pp. 8 illustrations.

Hardcover February 2020
978-0-472-07442-6
$75.00 U.S.

Paper February 2020
978-0-472-05442-8
$29.95 U.S.

Women and Networks in Nineteenth Century Japan
Bettina Gramlich-Oka, Anne Walthall, Miyazaki Fumiko, Sugano Noriko

Women and Networks in Nineteenth Century Japan is the first book to tackle the importance of women’s networks for civil society in nineteenth century Japan. The essays traverse the divide when Japan started transforming socially and politically. Most of the essays are by Japanese scholars, and most of the authors try to decenter male-centered historical narratives and recover women’s activities in more localized groupings and personal associations.

Bettina GRAMLICH-OKA is Professor of Japanese History at Sophia University (Tokyo, Japan). MIYAZAKI FUMIKO is Professor Emerita at Keisen University (Tokyo, Japan). SUGANO NORIKO was Professor at Teikyo University (Tokyo, Japan). Anne WALTHALL is Professor Emerita at the University of California, Irvine.

6 x 9. 312pp. 3 B&W figures, 2 halftones, 7 tables.

Hardcover December 2020
978-0-472-07469-3
$85.00 U.S.

Paper December 2020
978-0-472-05469-5
$30.95 U.S.
Beyond the Gender Gap in Japan
Gill Steel, Editor
Gives critical attention to the issue of Japan’s low level of gender equality and the conflicting information from surveys of women reporting a high sense of well-being
6 x 9. 286pp. 14 figures and 12 tables.
Hardcover January 2019 * 9780472074174 * $80.00

Gendered Power: Educated Women of the Meiji Empress’ Court
Mamiko C. Suzuki
Examines the contributions of three powerful Meiji women and how their own education and ideas about Japanese women’s potential shaped how females were to participate in modern society
6 x 9. 168pp.
Hardcover January 2019 * 9780472073979 * $65.00
Paper January 2019 * 9780472053971 * $19.95

Childhood Years: A Memoir
Tanizaki Jun’ichirō; Translated by Paul McCarthy
Set against the modernization of Japan, this memoir offers a moving look at famed novelist Tanizaki Jun’ichirō’s early years
5.5 x 8. 248pp. 16 B&W Images.
Hardcover 2017 * 9780472073672 * $65.00
Paper 2017 * 9780472053674 * $24.95

Textures of Mourning: Calligraphy, Mortality, and The Tale of Genji Scrolls
Reginald Jackson
Unfolds the intimate relationship between mourning, writing, reading, painting, and viewing, through The Tale of Genji and its legacy
7 x 10. 368pp. 70 illustrations.
Hardcover 2018 * 9780472130962 * $85.00

Coeds Ruining the Nation: Women, Education, and Social Change in Postwar Japanese Media
Julia C. Bullock
A unique glimpse into the hopes and fears of the Japanese people as coeducation was first introduced in the Occupation period
6 x 9. 272pp. 15 images.
Hardcover September 2019 * 9780472074174 * $70.00
Paper September 2019 * 9780472054176 * $24.95

Anthony H. Chambers
An essential companion for Tanizaki scholars and aficionados alike
5.5 x 8. 118pp. 9 B&W photographs.
Hardcover 2017 * 9780472073658 * $65.00
Paper 2017 * 9780472053650 * $19.95
The Gourmet Club
A Sextet
Tanizaki Jun’ichirō; Translated by Anthony H. Chambers and Paul McCarthy
Six short stories by Tanizaki Jun’ichirō
5.5 x 8. 186pp. Hardcover 2016 * 9780472073276 * $34.95
Paper 2016 * 9780472053278 * $19.95

Red Roofs and Other Stories
Tanizaki Jun’ichirō; Translated by Anthony H. Chambers and Paul McCarthy
Four short stories by master storyteller, Tanizaki Jun’ichirō, newly translated into English
5.5 x 8. 176pp. Hardcover 2016 * 9780472073276 * $34.95
Paper 2016 * 9780472053278 * $19.95

Going to Court to Change Japan
Social Movements and the Law in Contemporary Japan
Patricia G. Steinhoff, Editor
6 x 9. 200pp. Hardcover 2014 * 9781929280834 * $20.00

The Culture of the Quake
The Great Kanto Earthquake and Taishō Japan
Alex Bates
6 x 9. 232pp. Paper 2015 * 9781929280865 * $25.00

My Life as a Filmmaker
Yamamoto Satsuo; Translated, Annotated, and with an Introduction by Chia-ning Chang
A riveting autobiography of Yamamoto Satsuo
6 x 9. 294pp. 25 B&W photographs. Hardcover 2017 * 9780472073337 * $75.00
Paper 2017 * 9780472053339 * $29.95

Conquering Demons
The “Kirishitan,” Japan, and the World in Early Modern Japanese Literature
Jan C. Leuchtenberger
6 x 9. 248pp. Hardcover 2013 * 9781929280773 * $65.00
Paper 2013 * 9781929280780 * $25.00

Lords of the Sea
Pirates, Violence, and Commerce in Late Medieval Japan
Peter D. Shapinsky
6 x 9. 344pp. Hardcover 2014 * 9781929280803 * $65.00
Paper 2014 * 9781929280810 * $25.00

Rethinking Japanese History
Amino Yoshihioko Translated with Intro by Alan S. Christy
Preface/Afterword by Hitomi Tonomura
6 x 9. 360pp. Hardcover 2012 * 9781929280704 * $60.00
Paper 2012 * 9781929280711 * $20.00

The Culture of the Quake
The Great Kanto Earthquake and Taishō Japan
Alex Bates
6 x 9. 232pp. Paper 2015 * 9781929280865 * $25.00
Women and Public Life in Early Meiji Japan - Mara Patessio
Hardcover 2011 * 9781929280667 * $65.00
Paper 2011 * 9781929280674 * $25.00

Laughing Wolf - Tushima Yūko; Translated from the Japanese by Dennis Washburn
Paper 2011 * 9781929280698 * $20.00

Nowaki - Natsume Sōseki
Paper 2011 * 9781929280681 * $15.00

The Grand Old Man and the Great Tradition - Luisa Bienati and Bonaventura Ruperti, Editors
Paper 2010 * 9781929280551 * $26.00

Daily Life and Demographics in Ancient Japan - William Wayne Farris
Hardcover 2009 * 9781929280490 * $50.00
Paper 2009 * 9781929280506 * $22.00

Television, Japan, and Globalization - Mitsuhiro Yoshimato, Eva Tsai, and JungBong Choi, Editors
Hardcover 2010 * 9781929280568 * $75.00
Paper with CD 2010 * 9781929280575 * $30.00

Research Guide to Japanese Film Studies - Abé Mark Nornes and Aaron Gerow
Hardcover 2009 * 9781929280534 * $60.00
Paper 2009 * 9781929280541 * $25.00

The Bluestockings of Japan - Jan Bardsley
Hardcover 2007 * 9781929280445 * $70.00
Paper 2008 * 9781929280452 * $26.00

Mishima on Stage - Edited and with an Introduction by Laurence Komiz; Foreword by Donald Keene
Paper 2008 * 9781929280421 * $70.00
Paper 2008 * 9781929280438 * $26.00

White-Haired Melody - Furui Yoshikichi
Translated by Meredith McKinney
Hardcover 2008 * 9781929280469 * $29.95

A Wife in Musashino - Ôoka Shôhei; Translated with a Postscript by Dennis Washburn
Hardcover 2005 * 9781929280285 * $28.95

Musashino in Tuscany - Susanna Fessler
Hardcover 2004 * 9781929280292 * $65.00

Japanese Painting and National Identity - Victoria Weston
Hardcover 2004 * 9781929280179 * $65.00

Takebe Ayatari - Lawrence E. Marceau
Hardcover 2004 * 9781929280049 * $69.00

Novel Japan - John Pierre Mertz
Hardcover 2003 * 9781929280247 * $60.00

Ozu’s Anti-Cinema - Yoshida Kiju; Translated by Daisuke Miyao and Kyoko Hirano
Hardcover 2003 * 9781929280261 * $55.00
Paper 2003 * 9781929280278 * $22.00

Engendering Faith - Barbara Ruch, Editor
Hardcover 2003 * 9781929280155 * $69.00

The Female as Subject - P. F. Kornicki, Mara Patessio, and G. G. Rowley, Editors
Hardcover 2010 * 9781929280643 * $70.00
Paper 2010 * 9781929280650 * $26.00

The Bluestockings of Japan - Jan Bardsley
Hardcover 2007 * 9781929280445 * $70.00
Paper 2008 * 9781929280452 * $26.00

Mishima on Stage - Edited and with an Introduction by Laurence Komiz; Foreword by Donald Keene
Paper 2008 * 9781929280421 * $70.00
Paper 2008 * 9781929280438 * $26.00

White-Haired Melody - Furui Yoshikichi
Translated by Meredith McKinney
Hardcover 2008 * 9781929280469 * $29.95

A Wife in Musashino - Ôoka Shôhei; Translated with a Postscript by Dennis Washburn
Hardcover 2005 * 9781929280285 * $28.95

Musashino in Tuscany - Susanna Fessler
Hardcover 2004 * 9781929280292 * $65.00

Japanese Painting and National Identity - Victoria Weston
Hardcover 2004 * 9781929280179 * $65.00

Takebe Ayatari - Lawrence E. Marceau
Hardcover 2004 * 9781929280049 * $69.00

Novel Japan - John Pierre Mertz
Hardcover 2003 * 9781929280247 * $60.00

Ozu’s Anti-Cinema - Yoshida Kiju; Translated by Daisuke Miyao and Kyoko Hirano
Hardcover 2003 * 9781929280261 * $55.00
Paper 2003 * 9781929280278 * $22.00

Engendering Faith - Barbara Ruch, Editor
Hardcover 2003 * 9781929280155 * $69.00

Modality and the Japanese Language - Yuki Johnson
Hardcover 2003 * 9781929280186 * $75.00
Song of Sadness - Endô Shûsaku; Translated by Teruyo Shimizu
Hardcover 2003 * 9781929280216 * $45.00
Paper 2003 * 9781929280223 * $20.00
Religion and Society in Nineteenth-Century Japan - Helen Hardacre
Hardcover 2002 * 9781929280131 * $60.00
Confluences - Doug Slaymaker, Editor
Hardcover 2002 * 9781929280148 * $60.00
Dances with Sheep - Matthew Carl Strecher
Hardcover 2002 * 9781929280070 * $60.00
Figures of Desire - Etsuko Terasaki
Hardcover 2002 * 9781929280087 * $60.00
Transformations of Sensibility - Kamei Hideo
Translated, edited, and with an introduction by Michael Bourdaghs
Hardcover 2002 * 9781929280124 * $60.00
Treatise on Epistolary Style - Jeroen Pieter Lamers
Hardcover 2002 * 9781929280117 * $49.95
Individual Dignity in Modern Japanese Thought - Kyoko Inoue
Hardcover 2001 * 9781929280032 * $60.00
Shanghai - Yokomitsu Riichi; Translated with a Postscript by Dennis Washburn
Paper 2001 * 9781929280018 * $22.00
Spirits of Another Sort - M. CODY Poulten
Hardcover 2001 * 97819293512010 * $60.00
“Dark Pictures” and Other Stories - Noma Hiroshi; Translated with an Afterword by James Raeside
Hardcover 2000 * 9781929351207 * $32.95
Paper 2000 * 9781929351204 * $15.95
Local Voices, National Issues - Sheila A. Smith, Editor
Hardcover 2000 * 97819293512041 * $32.95
Yosano Akiko and The Tale of Genji - G. G. Rowley
Hardcover 2000 * 97819293512980 * $32.95
Essays on the Modern Japanese Church - Yamaji Alizan; Translated by Graham Squires, with Introductory Essays by Graham Squires and A. Hamish Ion
Hardcover 2000 * 97819293512935 * $28.95
The Evolution of the Japanese Past and Perfective Suffixes - Karen E. Sandness
Hardcover 1999 * 97819293512928 * $32.95
Women and Class in Japanese History - Hitomi Tonomura, Anne Walthall, and Wakita Haruko, Editors
Paper 1999 * 9781929280353 * $26.00
A Tanizaki Feast - Adriana Boscaro and Anthony Hood Chambers, Editors
Hardcover 1999 * 9780939512904 * $42.95
When We Say ‘Hiroshima’ - Kurihara Sadako
Translated with an Introduction by Richard M. Minear
Paper 1999 * 9780939512898 * $14.00
The Shade of Blossoms - Ooka Shohei;
Translated with an Introduction by Dennis Washburn
Paper 1998 * 9780939512881 * $12.95
Writing and Renunciation in Medieval Japan - Rajyasjree Pandey
Hardcover 1998 * 9780939512867 * $32.95
Righteous Cause or Tragic Folly - Steve Rabson
Hardcover 1998 * 9780939512775 * $36.95
The Kagero Diary - Translated with an Introduction and Notes by Sonja Arntzen
Hardcover 1997 * 9780939512805 * $56.95
Paper 1997 * 9780939512812 * $19.95
Studies in Modern Japanese Literature - Dennis Washburn and Alan Tansman, Editors
Hardcover 1997 * 9780939512843 * $67.50
Child of Darkness - Yoshikichi Furui; Translated with an Introduction and Critical Commentaries by Donna George Stacey
Paper 1997 * 9780939512799 * $16.95
The Distant Isle - Robert Borgen, Thomas Hare, and Sharalyn Orbaugh, Editors
Hardcover 1997 * 9780939512720 * $64.95
Regent Redux - Steven D. Carter
Hardcover 1996 * 9780939512751 * $44.95
Avatars of Vengeance - Laurence R. Kominz
Hardcover 1996 * 9780939512690 * $42.95
The Wild Goose - Mori Ogai; Translated with an Introduction by Burton Watson
Paper 1995 * 9780939512713 * $14.95
New Leaves - Aileen Gatten and Anthony Hood Chambers, Editors
Hardcover 1993 * 9780939512560 * $39.95
Poems of the Five Mountains - Marian Ury
Hardcover 1992 * 9780939512539 * $15.95
The Tale of Matsu - Wayne P. Lammers
Hardcover 1992 * 9780939512485 * $35.00
Conversations with Shõtetsu - Robert H. Brower
With an Introduction and Notes by Steven D. Carter
Hardcover 1992 * 9780939512430 * $35.00
The Cult of Kasuga Seen Through Its Art - Susan C. Tyler
Hardcover 1992 * 9780939512478 * $39.95
Rethinking Sorrow - Margaret Helen Childs
Paper 1991 * 9780939512744 * $20.00
Theater as Music - C. Andrew Gerstle, Kiyoshi Inobe, and William P. Malm
Cassette(2-Pack) 1990 * 9780939512386 * $46.95
Long, Long Autumn Nights - Oguma Hideo
Translation and Introduction by David G. Goodman
Hardcover 1989 * 9780939512393 * $11.95
Paper 1989 * 9780939512942 * $8.95
Too often landmark works of scholarship are allowed to go out of print or become so expensive that they cannot be used in the undergraduate classroom. *Michigan Classics in Japanese Studies* makes works of lasting value available again in attractive, reasonably priced, uniform paperback editions.

**Pictures of the Heart**
*The Hyakunin Isshu in Word and Image*
Joshua S. Mostow
Offers a brilliant and multifaceted exploration of Japanese poetics using the most influential of all poem anthologies

- **Format:** 7 x 10. 544pp.
- **Publication Year:** Paper 2015 * 9781929280858 *
- **Price:** $34.00

**Paradise in the Sea of Sorrow**
*Our Minamata Disease*
Ishimure Michiko
An account of Minamata disease, which struck a small Japanese fishing village due to methylmercury poisoning of the sea

- **Format:** 6 x 9. 416pp.
- **Publication Year:** Paper 2003 * 9781929280254 *
- **Price:** $24.00

**Christian Converts and Social Protests in Meiji Japan**
Irwin Scheiner
Addresses the reasons for samurai warriors’ turn to Christianity and the nature of conversion

- **Format:** 6.6 x 9. 280pp.
- **Publication Year:** Paper 2002 * 9781929280209 *
- **Price:** $22.00

**Victors’ Justice**
*The Tokyo War Crimes Trial*
Richard H. Minear
The first full-length treatment of the international war crimes tribunal held in Tokyo, 1946-48

- **Format:** 6 x 9. 256pp.
- **Publication Year:** Paper 2001 * 9781929280063 *
- **Price:** $18.95

**The Splendor of Longing in the Tale of Genji**
Norma Field
A study of the heroines and heroes in one of the world’s literary masterpieces

- **Format:** 6 x 9. 392pp.
- **Publication Year:** Paper 2001 * 9781929280056 *
- **Price:** $18.95

**Japan in Crisis**
*Essays on Taisho Democracy*
Bernard S. Silberman and H. D. Harootunian, Editors
A classic study of culture and politics in early twentieth-century Japan

- **Format:** 6 x 9. 480pp.
- **Publication Year:** Paper 1999 * 9780939512973 *
- **Price:** $18.95
Government and Local Power in Japan, 500-1700
A Study Based on Bizen Province
John Whitney Hall
An influential interpretation of premodern Japanese political and institutional history
6 x 9. 464pp. 46 photographs.
Paper 1999 * 9780939512966 * $18.95

Tokugawa Ideology
Early Constructs, 1570-1680
Herman Ooms
The classic study of seventeenth-century Japan
6 x 9. 368pp.
Paper 1998 * 9780939512850 * $25.00

Accomplices of Silence
The Modern Japanese Novel
Miyoshi Masao
A comprehensive critical discussion of the Japanese novel and its distinctiveness from Western literature
6 x 9. 216pp.
Paper 1996 * 9780939512768 * $15.95

They Came to Japan
An Anthology of European Reports on Japan, 1543-1640
Michael Cooper, Editor
A collection of European reports on Japan
Paper 1995 * 9780939512737 * $26.00

Personality in Japanese History
Albert M. Craig and Donald H. Shively, Editors
A series of biographical sketches that portray the interaction of individual culturally induced motivation and social history
6.2 x 9. 496pp.
Paper 1995 * 9780939512676 * $18.95

Research in Japanese Sources
A Guide
Herschel Webb
An extremely useful handbook for the trickier issues facing scholars, researchers, and students of Japan
6 x 9. 184pp.
Paper 1994 * 9780939512652 * $13.95

Tales of Times Now Past
Sixty-Two Stories from a Medieval Japanese Collection
Marian Ury
A translation of sixty-two key stories from the Konjaku Monogatari
6 x 9. 216pp.
Paper 1993 * 9780939512614 * $22.00

The Economic Development of Japan
Growth and Structural Change, 1868-1938
William W. Lockwood
A substantial contribution to the study of Japan’s extraordinary economic expansion since the Meiji Restoration
6 x 9. 618pp.
Paper 1993 * 9780939512621 * $18.95

Education in Tokugawa Japan
R. P. Dore
A detailed and insightful examination of Tokugawa period education
6 x 9. 376pp.
Paper 1992 * 9780939512591 * $18.95

Japan
From Prehistory to Modern Times
John Whitney Hall
Traces the principal threads of Japan’s political and cultural life from early times through the mid-twentieth century
6 x 9. 408pp.
Paper 1991 * 9780939512546 * $25.00

Literary and Art Theories in Japan
Makoto Ueda
A critical examination of Japanese literary and art theories
Paper 1991 * 9780939512522 * $25.00

Okagami, The Great Mirror
Fujiwara Michinaga (966-1027) and His Times
A Study and Translation by Helen McCullough
Focuses on Fujiwara Michinaga, the leading political figure in the great family that dominated the court during most of the Heian period
6.1 x 9.2. 392pp.
Paper 1991 * 9780939512508 * $12.95

Kafu the Scribbler
The Life and Writings of Nagai Kafu, 1897-1959
Edward Seidensticker
A hybrid of critical biography and translation of Nagai Kafu’s work
6 x 9. 368pp.
Paper 1990 * 9780939512461 * $20.00
ABOUT THE LIEBERTHAL-ROGEL CENTER FOR CHINESE STUDIES

Chinese studies at the University of Michigan formally began in 1930 with the establishment of an Oriental Civilizations Program. In 1961, the Center for Chinese Studies (CCS) was established and it has since become the premier place on the University of Michigan campus to gain access to resources on China, including leading scholars, ongoing projects, and funding for faculty and student research. It houses experts in nearly every major facet of Chinese studies ranging from literature and history to law and public health.

The publications program of the Lieberthal-Rogel Center for Chinese Studies was founded in 1968 and has published more than a hundred volumes in a variety of disciplines within the study of China by scholars from around the world. The titles published under the Center’s series are adopted by other universities and colleges as textbooks for classes on Chinese language, literature, politics and culture, with over eighty volumes currently in print.

LRCCS series distributed by UMP include:
- Michigan Classics in Chinese Studies
- Michigan Monographs in Chinese Studies
- Film Guides for Students of Chinese
- Science, Medicine, and Technology in East Asia

CHINA UNDERSTANDINGS TODAY

Series Editors: Mary Gallagher and Xiaobing Tang

We are also pleased to announce a new publication series dedicated to the study of contemporary China, China Understandings Today (CUT) seeks to present the latest and most innovative scholarship in social sciences and the humanities to the academic community as well as the general public. China Understandings Today invites publication proposals from scholars engaged in the study of China from historical, comparative, and/or multidisciplinary perspectives. We are committed to promoting interdisciplinary studies, and to encouraging new forms of scholarship. We are also interested in quality translations of select scholarship in Chinese.

The University of Michigan Press and the Lieberthal-Rogel Center for Chinese Studies at the University of Michigan will provide support for manuscript development for the China Understandings Today series as well as necessary publication subventions.

Please send inquiries and submissions to ChinaSeriesEditors@umich.edu.
Power over Property
The Political Economy of Communist Land Reform in China
Matthew Noellert
Provides an alternative to both capitalist and communist conceptions of modern historical development based on relations to property.
6 x 9. 328pp. 24 figures, 21 tables, 14 maps.
Hardcover September 2019 * 978-0-472-13211-9 * $85.00 U.S.

Going to the Countryside
The Rural in the Modern Chinese Cultural Imagination, 1915-1965
Yu Zhang
Focuses on the cultural practices and representations of “going to the countryside” as a distinctively modern experience, re-centering the rural in Chinese cultural studies.
6 x 9. 306pp. 15 illustrations.
Hardcover February 2020 * 978-0-472-07443-3 * $80.00 U.S.
Paper February 2020 * 978-0-472-05443-5 * $34.95 U.S.

Resisting Spirits
Drama Reform and Cultural Transformation in the People’s Republic of China
Maggie Greene
Even amidst the Maoist era’s politicized cultural production, culture workers continued to adapt traditional theatre to create bold new statements.
6 x 9. 260p. 11 halftones, 3 tables.
Hardcover August 2019 * 978-0-472-07430-3 * $70.00 U.S.
Paper August 2019 * 978-0-472-05430-5 * $24.95 U.S.
Launched in 1968, this series presents a broad spectrum of humanities and social sciences research and includes translations, bibliographies, and other reference works. Titles range from religion and philosophy to economic and political history to literature and art.

**NEW EBOOK!**
Chen Jiongming and the Federalist Movement
*Regional Leadership and Nation Building in Early Republican China*
Leslie H. Dingyan Chen
6 x 9. 365pp.
Hardcover 2000 * 9780892641352 * $60.00
Ebook 2017 * 9781938937071 * $60.00

**NEW IN PAPER!**
Banner Legacy
*The Rise of the Fengtian Local Elite at the End of the Qing*
Yoshiki Enatsu
6.25 x 9.25. 176pp. 18 tables.
Hardcover 2004 * 9780892641659 * $60.00
Paper 2017 * 9781938937002 * $30.00

**NEW EBOOK!**
China
*Adapting the Past, Confronting the Future*
Thomas Buoye, Kirk Denton, Bruce Dickson, Barry Naughton, and Martin K. Whyte, Editors
6 x 9. 656pp.
Paper 2002 * 9780892641567 * $40.00
Ebook 2017 * 9781938937026 * $40.00

**NEW EBOOK!**
Shih-shuo Hsin-yu
*A New Account of Tales of the World, Second Edition*
Liu I-ch’ing
With commentary by Liu Chun; Translated with Introduction and notes by Richard B. Mather
6 x 9. 776pp.
Hardcover 2002 * 9780892641550 * $85.00
Paper 2017 * 9781938937019 * $50.00
Ebook 2017 * 9781938937057 * $50.00

**NEW EBOOK!**
A Guide to Chinese Literature
Wilt L. Idema and Lloyd L. Haft; Translated by Lloyd L. Haft
6 x 9. 394pp.
Paper 1997 * 9780892641239 * $26.00
Ebook 2017 * 9781938937064 * $26.00

**NEW EBOOK!**
The Dianshizhai Pictorial
*Shanghai Urban Life, 1884-1898*
Ye Xiaqing
7 x 10. 258pp. 140 photographs.
Paper 2003 * 9780892641628 * $55.00
Ebook 2017 * 9781938937040 * $55.00
Legends of the Warring States
Persuasions, Romances, and Stories from Chan-kuo Ts’e
J. I. Crump
6 x 9. 208pp.
Paper 1998 * 9780892641291 * $21.00

Taoist Meditation and Longevity Techniques
Edited by Livia Kohn, in cooperation with Yoshinobu Sakade
Paper 1989 * 9780892640850 * $26.00

Peony Pavilion Onstage
Four Centuries in the Career of a Chinese Drama
Catherine C. Swatek
Explores responses to The Peony Pavilion (Mudan ting) by Tang Xianzu from three segments of this classic play’s public
6 x 9. 438pp. 1 table, 17 figures.
Paper 2012 * 9780892649082 * $30.00

Reform and Revolution in China
The 1911 Revolution in Hunan and Hubei, Revised Edition
Joseph W. Esherick
336pp.
Hardcover 1998 * 9780892641307 * $60.00

Screening China
Critical Interventions, Cinematic Reconfigurations, and the Transnational Imaginary in Contemporary Chinese Cinema
Zhang Yingjin
6.25 x 9.25. 448pp. 22 B&W photographs.
Hardcover 2002 * 9780892641475 * $60.00
Paper 2002 * 9780892641581 * $26.00

Nourish the People
The State Civilian Granary System in China, 1650-1850
Pierre-Etienne Will and R. Bin Wong; With James Lee; Contributions by Jean C. Oi and Peter C. Perdue
6 x 9. 638pp.
Paper 1991 * 9780892640911 * $42.50

Center for Chinese Studies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Editors/Authors</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China’s Revolutions and Intergenerational Relations</td>
<td>Martin K. Whyte, Editor</td>
<td>Hardcover 2003</td>
<td>9780892641604</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defining Modernity</td>
<td>Terry Bodenhorn, Editor</td>
<td>Hardcover 2003</td>
<td>9780892641611</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art &amp; Aesthetics in Chinese Popular Prints</td>
<td>Ellen Johnston Laing</td>
<td>Paper 2002</td>
<td>9780892641543</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical Sources of Ming-Qing History</td>
<td>Timothy Brook</td>
<td>Hardcover 2002</td>
<td>9780892641536</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical Sources of Ming-Qing History</td>
<td>Timothy Brook</td>
<td>Paper 2002</td>
<td>9780892641528</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radicalism and its Demise</td>
<td>Bradley K. Geisert</td>
<td>Hardcover 2001</td>
<td>9780892641390</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christianity in Rural China</td>
<td>Alan R. Sweeten</td>
<td>Hardcover 2001</td>
<td>9780892641468</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Glossary of Words and Phrases in the Oral</td>
<td>Dale R. Johnson</td>
<td>Hardcover 2000</td>
<td>9780892641383</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>God of the Dao</td>
<td>Livia Kohn</td>
<td>Hardcover 1999</td>
<td>9780892641284</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifying the Zhuangzi Chapters</td>
<td>Liu Xiaogao</td>
<td>Paper 2003</td>
<td>9780892641642</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt and State</td>
<td>Cecilia Lee-fang Chien</td>
<td>Hardcover 2004</td>
<td>9780892641635</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swallows and Settlers</td>
<td>Thomas R. Gottschang and Diana Lary</td>
<td>Hardcover 2000</td>
<td>9780892641345</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen Jiongming and the Federalist Movement</td>
<td>Leslie H. Dingyan Chen</td>
<td>Hardcover 2000</td>
<td>9780892641352</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Index to Reproductions of Paintings by Twentieth-Century Chinese Artists</td>
<td>- Ellen Johnston Laing</td>
<td>Hardcover 1998</td>
<td>9780892641260</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peking Politics 1918-1923</td>
<td>Andrew J. Nathan</td>
<td>Hardcover 1998</td>
<td>9780892641314</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Matrix of Lyric Transformation</td>
<td>Cai Zong-qu</td>
<td>Hardcover 1997</td>
<td>9780892641116</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painting and Calligraphy in the Wu-tsa-tsu</td>
<td>Sewall J. Oertling, III</td>
<td>Hardcover 1997</td>
<td>9780892640980</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chinese Economy, 1870-1949</td>
<td>Albert Feuerwerker</td>
<td>Hardcover 1996</td>
<td>9780892641185</td>
<td>$55.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicting Counsels to Confuse the Age</td>
<td>Helen Dunstan</td>
<td>Hardcover 1996</td>
<td>9780892641154</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlling from Afar</td>
<td>Jane Kate Leonard</td>
<td>Hardcover 1996</td>
<td>9780892641147</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Imperial Style of Inquiry in Twentieth-Century China</td>
<td>Donald J. Munro</td>
<td>Hardcover 1996</td>
<td>9780892641208</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies in the Economic History of Late Imperial China</td>
<td>Albert Feuerwerker</td>
<td>Hardcover 1996</td>
<td>9780892641178</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl from the Dragon’s Mouth</td>
<td>Cecile C. C. Sun</td>
<td>Hardcover 1995</td>
<td>9780892641109</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tao Qian and the Chinese Poetic Tradition</td>
<td>Charles Yim-tze Kwong</td>
<td>Hardcover 1995</td>
<td>9780892640109</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song-Poems from Xanadu</td>
<td>Joseph R. Allen</td>
<td>Paper 1992</td>
<td>9780892640973</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the Voice of Others</td>
<td>- Joseph R. Allen</td>
<td>Paper 1992</td>
<td>9780892640973</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Theater in Days of Kublai Khan</td>
<td>J. I. Crump</td>
<td>Hardcover 1991</td>
<td>9780892640935</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paths to Power</td>
<td>- David M. Lampton</td>
<td>Hardcover 1988</td>
<td>9780892640638</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mandarin and the Cadre</td>
<td>- Lucian W. Pye</td>
<td>Hardcover 1988</td>
<td>9780892640836</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens and Groups in Contemporary China</td>
<td>- Victor C. Falkenheim</td>
<td>Hardcover 1987</td>
<td>9780892640652</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualism and Holism</td>
<td>- Donald J. Munro</td>
<td>Paper 1985</td>
<td>9780892640584</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China’s Universities</td>
<td>- Suzanne Pepper</td>
<td>Paper 1984</td>
<td>9780892640461</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet Studies of Premodern China</td>
<td>- Gilbert Rozman</td>
<td>Hardcover 1984</td>
<td>9780892640522</td>
<td>$45.00 U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Economic Development of Manchuria</td>
<td>- Chao Kang</td>
<td>Paper 1984</td>
<td>9780892640430</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor and the Chinese Revolution</td>
<td>- S. Bernard Thomas</td>
<td>Hardcover 1983</td>
<td>9780892640492</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Songs from Xanadu</td>
<td>- J. I. Crump</td>
<td>Paper 1983</td>
<td>9780892640478</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Song for One or Two</td>
<td>- Kenneth J. DeWoskin</td>
<td>Paper 1982</td>
<td>9780892640423</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual Ferment for Political Reform in Taiwan, 1971-1973</td>
<td>- Huang Mab</td>
<td>Hardcover 1976</td>
<td>9780892640287</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women in China</td>
<td>- Marilyn B. Young</td>
<td>Paper 1973</td>
<td>9780892640157</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao Zedong’s “Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Literature and Art”</td>
<td>- Bonnie S. McDougall</td>
<td>Paper 1980</td>
<td>9780892640393</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Documents and Politburo Politics in China</td>
<td>- Kenneth Lieberthal, with the assistance of James Tong and Sai-cheung Yeung</td>
<td>Paper 1978</td>
<td>9780892640331</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MICHIGAN CLASSICS IN CHINESE STUDIES

Providing quality, affordable editions of important out-of-print titles for classroom use and personal libraries.

The Tower of Myriad Mirrors
Tung Yueh; Translated by Shuen-fu Lin and Larry J. Schulz
Mixing slapstick and satire, Monkey’s enlightenment offers a glimpse into late Ming intellectual history
6 x 9. 150pp.
Paper 2000 * 9780892641420 * $21.00
Ebook 2012 * 9780892649099 * $20.00

The World Around the Chinese Artist
Aspects of Realism in Chinese Painting
Richard Edwards
Studies three masters of Chinese painting
7 x 10. 160pp. 86 photographs.
Paper 2000 * 9780892641437 * $37.50

The Concept of Man in Contemporary China
Donald J. Munro
Considers the connections between politics, education, and distinctly Chinese theories of mind
Paper 2000 * 9780892641444 * $21.00

Pan Chao
Foremost Woman Scholar of China
Nancy Lee Swann
New Introduction by Susan Mann
A pioneering work of scholarship on an early Chinese woman scholar
6 x 9. 204pp. 2 photographs.
Paper 2001 * 9780892641505 * $21.00

The Chinese Calculus of Deterrence
India and Indochina
Allen S. Whiting
An international relations classic that reveals the nature of Chinese foreign policy in the late-Maoist years
Paper 2001 * 9780892641499 * $26.00

The Concept of Man in Early China
Donald J. Munro With a New Foreword by Liu Xiaogan
A classic study of Chinese philosophy
6 x 9. 296pp.
Paper 2001 * 9780892641512 * $21.00

Exiles at Home
Stories by Ch’ien Ying-chen
Ch’ien Ying-chen; Translated by Lucien Miller. With a new preface by Yvonne Chang
6 x 9. 212pp.
Paper 2002 * 9780892641598 * $21.00
Founded in 1961, the Center for Southeast Asian Studies (CSEAS) at the International Institute is one of the oldest centers in the U.S. devoted to the Southeast Asian region. CSEAS seeks to promote a broader and deeper understanding of Southeast Asia, its people, histories, practices, and languages. The Center is committed to creating a supportive environment where scholars, educators, students and community members have the opportunity to engage in dialogue related to Southeast Asia.

To make research and scholarship available to the larger community of scholars, students, and the general public, the Center began a publications program in the mid-1970s. The program, maintained today, focuses on monographs brought out in various series, including Michigan Papers on South and Southeast Asia, Michigan Studies in Buddhist Literature, Michigan Studies of South and Southeast Asia, and other non-series publications.

**Featured Publications**

**Powerful Learning**  
*Buddhist Literati and the Throne in Burma’s Last Dynasty*  
Michael Charney

The first intellectual history of one of the great Buddhist empires of Southeast Asia, Konbaung Burma, before the British conquest

6 x 9. 312pp. 5 B&W photographs, 5 maps.  
Hardcover 2006 * 9780891480938 * $54.95

**The Padaeng Chronical and the Jengtung State Chronical Translated**  
Sao Saimong Mangrai

Provides a wealth of insight into the history of the Tai and the spread of Theravada Buddhism in Myanmar and Thailand.

Paper 2002 * 9780891480877 * $26.00

**Puppet Theater in Contemporary Indonesia**  
*New Approaches to Performance Events*  
Jan Mrazek, Editor

Solid and accessible scholarship about a multifaceted form of art

6 x 9. 392pp. illustrations and photographs.  
Hardcover 2002 * 9780891480839 * $80.00  
Paper 2002 * 9780891480846 * $37.50

**Independence and Democracy in Burma, 1945-1952**  
*The Turbulent Years*  
Balwant Singh

A valuable ground level account for understanding the day-to-day living in Burma during the turbulent years towards and after independence

180pp.  
Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480686 * $44.50  
Paper 1999 * 9780891480693 * $18.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powerful Learning</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>Buddhist Literati and the Throne in Burma’s Last Dynasty</td>
<td>Hardcover 2006 * 9780891480938 * $54.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puppet Theater in Contemporary Indonesia</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>New Approaches to Performance Events</td>
<td>Hardcover 2002 * 9780891480839 * $80.00; Paper 2002 * 9780891480846 * $37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Padaeng Chronicle and the Jengtung State Chronical Translated</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>Sao Saimong Mangrai</td>
<td>Paper 2002 * 9780891480877 * $26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Tai Dialects</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>Glossaries, Texts, and Translations</td>
<td>Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480754 * $90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing Lives, Changing Rites</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>Ritual and Social Dynamics in Philippine and Indonesian Uplands</td>
<td>Paper 1999 * 9780891480587 * $17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic Diversity and the Control of Natural Resources in Southeast Asia</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>A. Terry Rambo, Kathleen Gillogly, and Karl L. Hutterer, Editors</td>
<td>Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480433 * $45.50; Paper 1999 * 9780891480440 * $18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence and Democracy in Burma, 1945-1952</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>The Turbulent Years</td>
<td>Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480686 * $44.50; Paper 1999 * 9780891480693 * $18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing on the Tongue</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>A. L. Becker, Editor</td>
<td>Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480471 * $44.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lue Language</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>Glossaries, Texts and Translations</td>
<td>Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480761 * $110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Saek Language</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>Glossaries, Texts, and Translations</td>
<td>Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480730 * $90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern Tai Dialects</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>Glossaries, Texts, and Translations</td>
<td>Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480679 * $95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Tai Dialect of Lungming</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>Glossaries, Texts, and Translations</td>
<td>Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480617 * $110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tai Dialect Studies</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>Glossaries, Texts, and Translations</td>
<td>Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480808 * $40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thai and Indic Literary Studies</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480662 * $100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Duwagan</td>
<td>University of Michigan Press</td>
<td>Deforestation, Succession, and Adaptation in Upland Luzon, Philippines</td>
<td>Paper 1999 * 9780891480617 * $17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The University of Michigan is proud of a long history of involvement in Asian studies. Since the 1870s, scholars from the University have been engaged in research, education, service, and politics relating to South and Southeast Asia. The Center for South Asian Studies emerged in 1999 from the former Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies, which was established in 1961, and is now a national leader in promoting a deeper understanding of India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Bhutan, and Sri Lanka. The Center offers a range of area-related courses taught by outstanding faculty, a scholarly lecture series, conferences, study abroad fellowships, student colloquiums, and opportunities to volunteer, sponsor, and cosponsor a variety of events.

To make research and scholarship available to the larger community of scholars, students, and the general public, the Center began a publications program in the mid-1970s. The program, maintained today, focuses on monographs brought out in various series, including Michigan Papers on South and Southeast Asia, Michigan Studies in Buddhist Literature, Michigan Studies of South and Southeast Asia, and other non-series publications.

Ancient India in Its Wider World
Grant Parker and Carla Sinopoli, Editors
An exploration of ancient India, from a range of perspectives
6 x 9. 192pp. 6 maps, 8 B&W photographs, 3 line drawings. Hardcover 2006 * 9780891480921 * $70.00

Masked Ritual and Performance in South India
David Shulman & Deborah Thiagarajan, Editors
Detailed analysis and exploration of the many traditions of masked performance and ritual in southern India from leading scholars
6 x 9.25. 288pp. 17 photographs. Hardcover 2006 * 9780891480884 * $70.00

The Train that Had Wings
Selected Stories of M. Mukundan
Donald R. Davis, Jr.
A collection of translated short stories from the storyteller of Mayyazhi
5.5 x 8.5. 152pp. Hardcover 2005 * 9780891480907 * $70.00 Paper 2005 * 9780891480914 * $17.95

Samskrta-Subodhini
A Sanskrit Primer
Madhav M. Deshpande
A quintessential guidebook for learning Sanskrit
6 x 9. 504pp. Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480785 * $56.00 Paper 1999 * 9780891480792 * $27.00
ANCIENT INDIA IN ITS WIDER WORLD
Grant Parker and Carla Sinopoli, Editors
6 x 9. 192 pp. 6 maps, 8 B&W photographs, 3 line drawings.
Hardcover 2006 * 9780891480921 * $70.00

MASKED RITUAL AND PERFORMANCE IN SOUTH INDIA
David Shulman & Deborah Thiagarajan, Editors
6 x 9.25. 288 pp. 17 photographs.
Hardcover 2006 * 9780891480884 * $70.00

THE TRAIN THAT HAD WINGS
Selected Stories of M. Mukundan
Donald R. Davis, Jr.
5.5 x 8.5. 152 pp.
Hardcover 2005 * 9780891480907 * $70.00
Paper 2005 * 9780891480914 * $17.95

THE MERTIYO RATHORS OF MERTO, RAJASTHAN
Select Translations Bearing on the History of a Rajput Family, 1462-1660, Volumes 1-2
Richard Saran and Norman P. Ziegler, Translators and Annotators
Set 2001 * 9780891480853 * $110.00

CONVERSATIONAL TAMIL
K. Karunakaran
6 x 8.75. 168 pp.
Paper 2001 * 9780891480822 * $19.95

THE JOURNEY
Stories by K. C. Das
Phyllis Granoff, Translator
6 x 9. 156 pp.
Paper 2000 * 9780891480815 * $19.95

BEYOND CURRY
Quick and Easy Indian Cooking Featuring Cuisine from Maharashtra State
Hemalata C. Dandekar; Illustrated by B.L. Johnson
162 pp.
Paper 1999 * 9780891480266 * $15.95

CRITICAL STUDIES IN INDIAN GRAMMARIANS I
The Theory of Homogeneity [Savarnya]
Madhav M. Deshpande
236 pp.
Paper 1999 * 9780891480525 * $10.95

FERTILITY AND FAMILY LIFE IN AN INDIAN VILLAGE
Thomas Poeffjenbeger
126 pp.
Paper 1999 * 9780891480105 * $3.95

JAPAN
From Prehistory to Modern Times
John Whitney Hall
6 x 9. 408 pp.
Paper 1991 * 9780939512546 * $25.00

HINDI STRUCTURES
Intermediate Level, with Drills, Exercises, and Key
Peter Edwin Hook
Paper 1999 * 9780891480167 * $24.95

LEGITIMACY AND SYMBOLS
The South Asian Writings of F.W. Buckler
Michael N. Pearson, Editor
193 pp.
Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480327 * $22.95

MEN TO BOMBAY, WOMEN AT HOME
Urban Influence on Sugao Village, Deccan Maharashtra, India, 1942-1982
Hemalata C. Dandekar
345 pp.
Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480358 * $44.50
Paper 1999 * 9780891480365 * $16.95

PANINIAN STUDIES
S.D. Joshi Felicitation Volume
Madhav Deshpande and Saroja Bhathe, Editors
343 pp.
Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480648 * $44.50

SAMSKRTA-SUBODHINI
A Sanskrit Primer
Madhav M. Deshpande
6 x 9. 504 pp.
Hardcover 1999 * 9780891480792 * $27.00

THE SOCIALIZATION OF FAMILY SIZE VALUES
Youth and Family Planning in an Indian Village
Thomas Poeffenbeger; With Kim Sebaly
173 pp.
Paper 1999 * 9780891480129 * $3.95

THE LIVES OF THE BUDDHA IN THE ART AND LITERATURE OF ASIA
Mary Cummings
239 pp. 50 photographs.
Paper 1999 * 9780891480235 * $17.95
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